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We present c-axis infrared optical data on a number of Ba-, Sr-, and Nd-doped cuprates of the La2CuO4

�La214� series in which we observe significant deviations from the universal Josephson relation linking the
normal-state transport �dc conductivity �dc measured at Tc� with the superfluid density ��s�: �s��dc�Tc�. We
find the violation of Josephson scaling is associated with striking enhancement of the anisotropy in the
superfluid density. The data allow us to link the breakdown of Josephson interlayer physics with the develop-
ment of magnetic order in the CuO2 planes.
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Two decades of research in high-transition temperature
�Tc� superconductivity have uncovered universal behaviors
that hold true for all cuprates.1–6 One example is a scaling
relationship linking the normal-state transport measured at Tc
��dc�Tc�� with the superfluid density ��s�: �s��dc�Tc�.5 This
relationship is general and holds both for the in-plane and
interplane responses. The universal relation, defined for the
c-axis superfluid density and dc conductivity ��s

c��dc
c �Tc��

originates from the profound connection between the collec-
tive response of the condensate below Tc and single-particle
properties above Tc in a layered superconductor. Ultimately,
the superconducting condensate is formed at the expense of
the normal-state conductivity at Tc. The amount of spectral
weight available for the condensate formation is therefore
predetermined by the magnitude of �dc

c �Tc�. This conjecture
is particularly straightforward in those cases where the con-
ductivity is weakly frequency dependent over the energy
scale comparable to the superconducting gap �Fig. 1 inset�: a
situation relevant to cuprates in the underdoped regime. De-
spite the fact that �dc

c �Tc� varies by 3–4 orders of magnitude
between different families of cuprates, it allows for a remark-
ably reliable prediction of the magnitude of the c-axis super-
fluid density. In spite of this, small deviations from the �s

c

��dc
c �Tc� trend are apparent on the overdoped side of the

cuprate phase diagram.5 These relatively minor departures
can be accounted for by explicitly considering the energy
scale involved in the condensate formation: �s

c��dc
c �Tc�Tc.

3

The universality of Josephson physics in cuprate supercon-
ductors has proven to be quite robust and therefore serious
departures from this trend are significant. It is from this per-
spective that we present data demonstrating the unprec-
edented breakdown of this universal Josephson relationship
in La214 materials.

La2−xBaxCuO4 �LBCO� and La2−xSrxCuO4 �LSCO�
samples in this study were grown using a traveling-solvent
floating zone technique. The samples were taken from rods
and the crystallographic axes were determined by Laue dif-
fraction. The crystals were aligned to better than 1° on the
Laue camera, then cut and polished with kerosene and dia-
mond paste, with progressively finer and finer laps the final
lap is typically done with 0.1 �m diamond paste, yielding
an optically flat surface with a bright finish.

The magnitude of the interlayer superfluid density was
determined using IR spectroscopy. IR spectra measured with
the polarization of the electric field vector normal to the

FIG. 1. �Color online� Bottom: the universal Josephson relation
for the interlayer response of cuprate high-Tc superconductors �s

c

��dc
c �Tc� �gray line�. This relation breaks down as the result of

applied field �LSCO, points A–D� and doping �Nd-LSCO, points
1–5 and LBCO, points �–��. The gray box at the bottom displays
the lower limit of detectable superfluid density utilizing infrared
optical techniques. Inset: schematic of the normal-state conductivity
at Tc �green curve� and the superconducting state conductivity �blue
curve�. The orange hashed region represents the spectral weight that
is transferred from finite frequencies into a dissipationless super-
conducting delta peak �orange arrow� at zero frequency. In materi-
als with weakly frequency-dependent normal-state conductivities,
the dc conductivity provides an accurate estimate of the superfluid
density. Top: the in-plane universal relation3 holds in the samples
where the c-axis Josephson relation breaks down.
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CuO2 planes �E �c axis� �Fig. 2� allow one to register a col-
lective plasma mode originating from Josephson coupling of
the planes, �the Josephson plasma resonance �JPR��.4,8 The
superfluid density of the LSCO samples �insets, Figs. 2�a�
and 2�b�� was determined by using an extrapolation-
independent technique relying on the imaginary part of the
complex optical conductivity ��2�, as determined through
Kramers-Kronig analysis. In the superconducting state, �2 is
composed of a regular background component and a super-
conducting component �2=�2

R+�2
S. By taking into account

the background contribution �2
R as described in Ref. 5, it is

possible to accurately determine the superfluid density: �s
=4��2

S�. The model-independent analysis of the optical con-
stants yields accurate values of �s

c.
Because the c-axis superfluid density is mediated by Jo-

sephson coupling, the JPR is sensitive to the phase relation-
ship of the superconducting order parameter between neigh-
boring planes

�s�F,T� = �s�0,T��cos�	n,n+1�� . �1�

Here, �cos�	n,n+1�� represents the thermal and disorder aver-
age of the phase difference between layer n and n+1 and F is
a process that alters the superconducting phase relationship.
Any process which, on average, produces a phase difference
between layers and suppresses the superfluid density should
be evident in the JPR.

The breakdown of the universal relationship occurs upon
the application of an external magnetic field or doping, ex-
emplified by a series of LSCO, LBCO, and
La1.85−yNdySr0.15CuO4 �Nd-LSCO� samples �Fig. 1, bottom�.
For low-Nd content �stars 1–3�, the interlayer superfluid den-
sity is reduced disproportionately faster compared to the uni-
versal trend. The complete breakdown of the universal rela-
tion is further evident once y
0.12 �stars 4 and 5�, in which
any detectable sign of the c-axis superfluid density has van-
ished �Fig. 2 insets�. Underdoped �UD� LSCO �triangles A
and B, Fig. 1� reveals similar behavior in a H �c axis applied
magnetic field. The behavior of the JPR is very sensitive to
field orientation and for H �ab plane, even field values up to
17 T are insufficient to significantly impact the JPR.9–11 The
c-axis superfluid density drastically decreases in a H �c-axis

field such that by H=8 T, the c-axis response is indistin-
guishable from the normal state just above Tc. The dc con-
ductivity is not impacted by the same field, which results in
the 8 T data points falling away from the universal line. On
the contrary, the optimally doped �OP� LSCO samples �tri-
angles C and D, Fig. 1� remain well described by the univer-
sal relation. The small suppression of the superfluid density
in the OP-LSCO samples is fully accounted for by consider-
ing the role of vortices.12 Importantly, for all fields and dop-
ings discussed, the in-plane superfluid density remains well
described by the universal relation �Fig. 1, top�,12–15 indicat-
ing that the superfluid density anisotropy �=�s

ab /�s
c becomes

divergent. Later, we discuss the case of LBCO in relation to
Fig. 1.

To understand the physics responsible for the breakdown
of the Josephson relationship, Fig. 2 shows the JPR in a
number of La214 compounds as a function of applied field
�LSCO, Figs. 2�a� and 2�b��, Nd doping �Fig. 2�c��, and Ba
doping �Fig. 2�d��. In UD-LSCO, we observe the JPR to be
quenched in moderate magnetic fields oriented H �c axis. We
define the magnetic field required to quench the JPR below
our experimental limitations and restore the c-axis IR spectra
to the normal-state values as the decoupling field HD. The
decoupling field corresponds to the vanishing of the super-
fluid density �s

c extracted from the optical conductivity.12

Stripe-inducing codoping16,17 can similarly quench the JPR.
Results on a series of Nd-LSCO samples7 and reproduced
here �Fig. 2�c��, show that as Nd is added, the JPR is sup-
pressed and moves to lower energies. Near a critical Nd dop-
ing of y=0.12, the JPR is completely quenched and the
c-axis IR spectra return to the normal-state values, indicating
the c-axis superfluid has vanished. We note that the behavior
of the JPR in UD-LSCO in a c-axis magnetic field is remark-
ably similar to what is observed in Nd-LSCO; however,
magnetic field provides the ability to continuously tune
c-axis Josephson coupling within the same sample. By ob-
serving the loss of the JPR in these materials, we conclude
that both a moderate c-axis magnetic field and stripe-
inducing codoping causes a drastic reduction in interlayer
superconducting phase coherence.

Effects associated with the breakdown of Josephson cou-
pling are further detailed in the phase diagrams shown in Fig.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Evolution of the Josephson plasma resonance with applied field and doping in a series of La-based single crystals.
All data were taken at T=8 K, except where specified. The Nd-LSCO data are replotted from Ref. 7, however, we measured the x=0.15
LSCO Tc curve on a separate crystal, shown here for reference. LBCO spectra shown for three dopings, demonstrating the absence of c-axis
coherence in the x=0.125 sample. Insets: normalized c-axis superfluid density as a function of applied field and Nd content.
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3. We plot the behavior of the decoupling field in x=0.10
LSCO as a function of temperature in Fig. 3�a�. We observe
the decoupling field to be below the in-plane resistive critical
field Hc2 �black line� and our own in-plane optical measure-
ments �not shown� indicate that the in-plane superfluid re-
mains largely unaffected by the loss of Josephson coupling.
The c-axis magnetic field causes a drastic reduction in inter-
layer superconducting coherence as seen in the loss of the
superfluid density �Fig. 2 insets�, at rates much faster than
can be accounted for with standard vortex models �Ref. 12
and references therein�. Therefore, below the decoupling
field, the sample is in a three-dimensional �3D� supercon-
ducting state characterized by Josephson coupled CuO2
planes while above this field, the sample has transitioned into
a two-dimensional �2D� superconducting state. We obtained
similar results for x=0.125 LSCO whereas the optimal �x
=0.15� and overdoped �x=0.17� samples did not exhibit this
behavior with Josephson coupling remaining for all fields
measured.

Turning to Nd-LSCO, in Fig. 3�b� we replot Tc as a func-
tion of Nd doping.7 Interestingly, Tc is observed to experi-
ence a much smaller suppression as a function of Nd doping
than the c-axis superfluid density �Fig. 2 insets�. This dem-
onstrates that the in-plane superfluid remains intact in spite
of the loss of Josephson coupling. Therefore, Nd doping ini-
tiates a transition from the 3D superconducting state charac-
terized by interlayer Josephson coupling to a 2D supercon-
ducting state where Josephson coupling is no longer
observed. Even though the 3D-2D transition in UD-LSCO is
more gradual than in Nd-LSCO, the net result is the same:
the complete loss of interlayer Josephson coupling, in stark
conflict with the expectations of the conventional theory of
Josephson coupling.

Several attributes of the breakdown of the Josephson re-
lationship are also apparent in La1.875Ba0.125CuO4
�LBCO.125�. Recently, Tranquada and Li19,20 showed strik-
ing experimental results for LBCO.125 in which bulk Tc is
greatly suppressed from a similar doping Tc�x=0.095�

=32 K to just T3D�x=0.125��4 K.21 Here, we show IR re-
sults demonstrating the behavior of the JPR through this dop-
ing range with suppressed Tc �Fig. 2�d��. LBCO samples at
nearby dopings show strong JPR features and are in full
agreement with the universal Josephson relationship �Fig. 1,
blue squares � , ��. Provided LBCO.125 complies with this
universal relation, the expected value for the interlayer su-
perfluid density can be inferred based on the c-axis conduc-
tivity �open blue square, Fig. 1�.19,20 However, no evidence
of the strong JPR feature corresponding to �s

c=7000 cm−2 is
found in the IR data for this compound �Fig. 2�d��. Indeed,
LBCO.125 at low temperatures is identical to the T�Tc
spectra at nearby dopings.

These observations point to anomalously anisotropic su-
perconductivity in LBCO.125, similar to Nd-LSCO and UD-
LSCO in magnetic field. We have represented LBCO.125
data in Fig. 3�c�. The vertical bar at x=1 /8 schematically
shows the transport results where below the spin-stripe or-
dering transition temperature Tspin=40 K �gray region�,
LBCO.125 exhibits behavior reminiscent of the onset of in-
plane superconductivity. At zero field, Li et al.19 identified
Tspin=40 K as the most likely onset temperature of in-plane
superconductivity, supported by angle-resolved photoemis-
sion data demonstrating the presence of a gap consistent with
d-wave symmetry.22 For Fig. 1, Tspin is the temperature we
used to determine �dc. Importantly, c-axis resistivity be-
comes immeasurably small near T=10 K, yet below this
temperature we do not observe Josephson coupling.23

We note again that the in-plane behavior of the superfluid
remains well described by the universal relation �Fig. 1, top�
even when c-axis Josephson coupling vanishes. Based on the
sensitivity of our experimental setup and difficulty of infra-
red in-plane superfluid measurements in cuprates, we can
bound the amount of remaining superfluid density: in UD-
LSCO at T=8 K, at least 70% of the in-plane superfluid
remains at H=8 T. Data available in the literature on Nd-
LSCO �Ref. 13� demonstrates that the in-plane superfluid can
be determined by �dc�Tc�Tc , regardless of the loss of c-axis
coherence.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Phase diagrams showing magnetic field and doping-induced loss of interlayer Josephson coupling, in a number of
La214-based materials. Here, the green regions labeled 3D represent parameter space of bulk superconductivity with prominent interlayer
Josephson coupling. The yellow 2D regions represent the loss of interlayer Josephson coupling while in-plane superconductivity remains. In
�a�, the black line is a constant contour of magnetoresistance near the Tc value �Ref. 18� and the blue region represents error of the measured
decoupling field. In �c�, the spin-stripe ordering transition temperature Tspin=40 K �gray region� proceeds a Kosterlitz-Thouless transition to
two-dimensional superconductivity TKT=16 K �hashed bar�, where the anisotropy of c axis to ab-plane resistivity becomes infinite, within
experimental uncertainty. At T3D�4 K �yellow region� there is the existence of a bulk Meissner state while Josephson coupling has not been
observed.
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What we observe in the cases presented here is the
complete breakdown of Josephson interlayer coupling, in-
duced by an applied magnetic field, Nd or Ba doping.
Ostensibly, these processes are very different. However, they
do share one common attribute: all these processes are
known to stabilize and enhance static, long-range magnetic
order.13,18,22,24–29 Significantly, all three materials discussed
here exhibit in-plane magnetic order that is otherwise not
present at nearby doping levels or in the absence of an ap-
plied field. Here we underscore the notion that in-plane mag-
netic order preferentially alters collective pair tunneling
along the c axis while the in-plane superfluid remains rela-
tively unimpacted.

The bilayer cuprate YBa2Cu3Oy �YBCO�, subjected to an
external magnetic field applied in the same manner as the
LSCO samples presented here, does not display as drastic a
loss of Josephson coupling as seen in LSCO.30,31 There is
nonetheless an appreciable reduction in the c-axis superfluid
density for an applied field for UD-YBCO samples, however,
the rate of the reduction is in line with the vortex wandering
model and does not exhibit any anomalous behavior from the
standpoint of the universal Josephson relation. The measure-
ments were performed on samples doped between y=6.67
and 6.95, corresponding to hole concentrations between x
=0.12 and 0.18.32 Yet even for samples doped near the 1/8
hole concentration where spin order is thought to exist,33

static magnetic order is not observed in YBCO until tempera-
tures much below our measurements,34 implying that YBCO
lacks the appropriate magnetic order to facilitate the suppres-
sion of c-axis Josephson coupling.

Attempts to theoretically understand the breakdown of Jo-
sephson coupling have been presented by two groups.35–38

Both scenarios posit that charge- and spin-density wave
�CDW and SDW� stripe order suppresses interlayer Joseph-
son coupling. Based on the experimental discoveries dis-
cussed here, we can identify several additional aspects of a
complete theory of dynamical layer decoupling. In addition
to LBCO.125 and Nd-LSCO, the observation of magnetic
field-induced phase decoherence in UD-LSCO creates a sig-
nificantly more stringent set of experimental constraints on
such a theory. Namely, a complete theory cannot rely on
commensurability and must be applicable to both the low-
temperature tetragonal and the low-temperature orthorhom-
bic structures of LSCO and LBCO. Since CDW order has
not been experimentally observed in UD-LSCO, SDW stripe
order appears to be more salient to interlayer decoherence.
Additionally, effects only associated with doping and not
moderate magnetic fields, such as a modified band structure,
cannot be relied on as the sole mechanism of the Josephson
breakdown. Finally, based on Fig. 1, we observe that the
process of applying a magnetic field or doping only destroys
pair tunneling and does not seem to impact the single-
particle properties of the normal state.
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